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Research, text, theories conclusions by Anthony Arellano. This is presented as an example of a 
theory of how sonic attacks and unexplained heat and burns might occur.  

This was sent to a laser pointer safety website in March 2020. The word “laser” is highlighted 
where it occurs in the text. 

The website has not reviewed and does not endorse this information. Please independently 
research this before taking any actions based on the information. 
 

Here is everything you need to know about what is 
going on with V2K AND STUFF YOU DON'T WANT TO 
KNOW 
"Recorded sounds that plagued U.S. diplomats in Cuba just crickets hard at work" by John 
Hickey — THIS IS 100% FALSE!


Hello my name is Anthony Arellano, and I am about to show you what the real SONIC/HEALTH 
ATTACKS ARE AND WHAT THEY ARE USED FOR!


Words and phrases that should be looked up:

SPOOFED GPS,

SONIC/HEALTH ATTACKS,

MICROWAVE AUDITORY EFFECT HEARING.

BSPK/BINARY METHOD,

FREQUENCY MIXER, AND THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES, SUPERPOSITION BEAT 
FREQUENCY,

MICROWAVE AUDITORY EFFECT HEARING.


THESE ARE WHAT CAUSE THE "CRICKET" SOUND THAT THE DIPLOMATS IN CUBA, CHINA, 
AND RUSSIA HEARD.


I have uncovered what a SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK does , how it is made, and what it is made 
for yes I KNOW WHAT THIS TORTUOUS DEVICE DOES AND HOW IT IS PRODUCED! My 
family I are being tortured with a SPOOFED GPS SIGNAL WITH FREQUENCIES ADDED TO 
THE L1 1575.42Mhz PORTION OF A GPS SIGNAL. I have shared my research of our torture 
with all of you, but now I would like to share, what I believe to be, the "WHY". Now to 
understand the "WHY" we have to understand the "HOW", and "WHAT" this weapon does. 
When frequencies are woven in to the L1 1575.42Mhz, using BSPK/BINARY method - 
frequency mixer, and then sent out around their target 5 things happen.


https://news.berkeley.edu/2019/01/10/recorded-sounds-that-plagued-u-s-diplomats-in-cuba-just-crickets-hard-at-work/
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1.  A GPS signal generator is used to make a SPOOFED GPS signal and Hz, Khz, and Mhz 
frequencies for torture, SURVEILLANCE and mobility of signal frequencies  Those frequencies 
that are mixed, with the L1 1575.42MHZ portion of the spoofed GPS signal using BPSK 
MODULATION, have the very same properties as when they started to when they finish their 
job. Meaning if it is a Television frequency it can be used for video - "RADIO-FREQUENCIES 
can be used for communication, Sent (mic, frequency phone, 2 way radio, bluetooth) and 
recieved (speaker, cochlea, yes the inner ear).Now all of this creates a medium for 
SURVEILLANCE and harassment. SURVEILLANCE can be done by dialing up inserted 
frequencies with an SDR/RASBERRY PI tuner and listening to target SURROUNDED by the 
SPOOFED GPS signal. CHECK MY RESEARCH. All of this is the joined together with a 
Rubidium atomic clock signal (Standard Frequency Time Signal) which gives the user control of 
the GPS signal. And works with a maser this will come into play later.


2.  Microwave Auditory Effect Hearing... https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/17495664/  
This process works when Radio-frequencies are joined together with microwaves, microwaves 
being the L1 1575.42 Mhz,  C/A Code 1.023 Mhz, and L2 1227.60 Mhz these are all 
microwaves. CHECK MY RESEARCH. When Microwaves and frequencies intertwine they 
create "Microwave Auditory Effect Hearing" which warms up the cochlea and makes it swell 
making RADIO-FREQUENCIES bounce off and becomes sound, MEANING AND I KID YOU 
NOT! IF THE TERRORISTS WHO SENT THE SPOOFED GPS/ SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK INSERT 
A RADIO FREQUENCY SEND THE SPOOFED GPS SIGNAL OUT AND THEN DIAL IT UP ON A 
FREQUENCY PHONE THEY CAN LITERALLY BYPASS THE EAR CANAL AND EARDRUM GO 
TO THE SWOLLEN COCHLEA,  FROM L1, CA CODE,  AND L2 MICROWAVES BOUNCE OFF 
AND PRDUCE SOUND , A TELEPHONE CALL, THAT NO ONE ELSE CAN HEAR UNLESS YOU 
HAVE BEEN WARMED BY THE SPOOFED GPS SIGNAL'S MICROWAVES. CHECK MY 
RESEARCH!. Now keep in mind that phones can be made into frequency phones for $15.00


CHECK MY RESEARCH! Also radio phones and bluetooth frequencies can be added to the L1 
1575.42MHZ and/or L2 1227.60MHZ and now that the target can hear radio frequencies POOF 
YOU HAVE V2K VOICE to SKULL making the target think they are having auditory 
hallucinations, but the voices are real.

"The microwave auditory effect, also known as the microwave hearing effect or the Frey effect, 
consists of the human perception of audible clicks, or even speech, induced by pulsed or 
modulated radio frequencies. The communications are generated directly inside the human 
head without the need of any receiving electronic device."~Wikipedia~ 

And  https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/979546  The reason scientist were not as successful 
with Microwave AUDITORY EFFECT HEARING in the past is because they did not combine the 
microwave signal and the radio frequencies together on a carrier signal like combining both on 
a Modified  GPS SIGNAL, SPOOFED GPS SIGNAL, OR SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK. CHECK MY 
RESEARCH!  Now this and "SUPERPOSITION BEAT FREQUENCY" are what make up the 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/17495664/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/979546
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cricket sounds of a SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK. CHECK MY RESEARCH! Now to our 3rd 
"HOW"&"WHAT".


3.  SUPERPOSITION BEAT FREQUENCY  https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/chapter/
16-10-superposition-and-interference/ This is when more than one similar frequencies (sine 
wave) are put in the same place at the same time which then makes a destructive and 
constructive audio. This is the majority of the cricket sound which is generated with a 
SPOOFED GPS signal SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK. Crickets and pesticides.. give me a break who 
is on the payroll?


Now I can only guess why our American diplomats were hit with this tortuous weapon .. 
SURVEILLANCE, but in our case I really do feel like we know why this is being done. We seem 
to not be part of our neighborhood watch (GANG) I HOPE YOU NOTICED I LEFT OUT "CRIME" 
from neighborhood watch. The people we believe are doing this are educated, EX-MILITARY,  
and housewives.. no really housewives. We have been to the local police many times trying to 
explain frequency burns, that just happen out of thin air, and a buzzing noise that only happens 
to people who have had their cochlea warmed up with microwaves that doesn't look crazy 
right? Plz now add in them yelling at you through a 2 way radio connecting to the INSERTED 
frequencies that only, once again, people with warmed cochlea's can hear. Yelling things like 
"FAGGOT", "WE WANT YOUR FAMILY OUT OF HERE!"  and only people with warmed 
cochlea's can hear this.


Now what would be a person's first instinct? It would be to react, I would think and how would 
it look if you were to respond to a comment, or question,  that no one else could hear? You 
would look a little nuts.. I know first hand.  Now I have letters from diffrent doctors stating that I 
"DO NOT HAVE AUDITORY OR VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS!" we have had one of our dogs 
attacked by people in this neighborhood with bats. They broke his jaw and legs we had to put 
Dylan to sleep. We have had our dog piper burned MULTIPLE times with laser pointers we are 
living in a microwave... not a joke


4 Now let me get to the 4th and most bizarre part of this weapon. A spoofed GPS signal/
SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK has ; Microwaves, Radio frequencies, radiation, excited photons and 
atoms, oscillation, and an atomic maser clock. Now if someone were to point a laser right 
through this Spoofed GPS signal it would become a maser. A maser will warm the moisture in a 
body making it feel like a burn but leaves no mark because it is a microwave laser and works 
similarly to a regular kitchen microwave,  The only thing missing is a laser to excited and attract 
all that is needed to become a maser.  Well there you go. Couple of things ... you can see a 
SPOOFED GPS signal SONIC/HEALTH ATTACK with a thermal camera and the radio 
frequencies will cause everything to rust around the target. I also had to add the "Rust and Bolt 
Effect" when radio frequencies are in the path of radio signals they rust

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rusty_bolt_effect


https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/chapter/16-10-superposition-and-interference/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/chapter/16-10-superposition-and-interference/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rusty_bolt_effect
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ARMY AND ARMY SIGNALS SATELLITE  AND DIRECT/LAN COMMUNICATIONS …


…SPOOFED GPS SIGNALS…


…SONIC/HEALTH ATTACKS…


…these all have.....


Modifications made to GPS signals L1 1575.42MHZ, C/A Code 1.023MHZ, and/or L2 
1227.60MHZ are the basic building blocks for Army, and Army Signals Satellite 
Communication, they are basic building blocks for Spoofed  GPS signals, and finally they are 
the basic building blocks for surveillance/touchless microwave weapons/torture. I have said the 
presence of ex-military our are are plentiful and my family and I do believe that there are ex-
military PERSONNEL involved in the torture we are receiving.


I discovered all of this because of the torture my family and I are enduring. Every time we 
would have something happening I would spend at times months trying to find out what was 
happening. Try and find something that burns you doesn't burn anything else and doesn't 
leave a mark. Yeah I figured that one out!


[see next pages; the rest of this page is left blank] 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DIAGRAMS AND PHOTOS 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